
Special Silver Wedding Package $1,695.00

The Silver package is perfect if you have an event up to 125  guests. The Silver
package offers 2 points of view at your ceremony so you can have 2 angles at the
most important part of your day. This package enables you to have a solid 8 hours
of coverage so you still get all the important parts filmed.  If you have 1
photographer the Silver package is perfect for bringing all of those precious
moments to life with a video.

This package contains:

1 Cinematographer

8 Hours Of Coverage

2 Camera Ceremony

1 Camera Pre Ceremony And Reception

30-45 Minute Wedding Movie

Full DSLR 1080p Cameras

2 Blu-Ray DVD'S

Highlight Reel Uploaded Online

Wireless Mics

Gold Wedding Package $2,395.00

By far our most popular. This package is perfect if you have 2 photographers
and/or for a event of 150+ guests. The gold package offers 2 points of view
throughout the day so you can never miss a thing. 2 filmmakers also enables the
couple to have multiple locations shot at the same time such as the pre ceremony
when the bride and groom are seperated getting ready.  The gold package also
provides 2 angles at all events of the evening creating the ultimate video!

This package contains:

8 Hours Of Coverage

2 Cinematographers

30-45 Minute Wedding Movie

1 Assistant

Full DSLR 1080p Cameras

Highlight Reel Uploaded Online

4 HD DVD'S

Unique Dolly And Slider Shots

Wireless Mics

Platinum Wedding Package $3,095.00

This package is great with 175+ guests. The platinum package gives you the
ultimate video! You get 10 hours of coverage with 2 filmmakers covering 2 angles
of your special day every step of the way. Having a 3 camera ceremony with 1
camera being on a tripod in the back ensures that you get those special ring shots
and multiple angles of every unforgettable moment. 

This package contains:

10 Hours Of Coverage

2 Cinematographers

3 Camera Ceremony Coverage

1 Assistant

30-45 Minute Wedding Movie

Highlight Reel Uploaded Online

Blu Ray Upgrade

5 HD DVD's

Wireless Mics

The Hollwood Package $4,195.00

For the couple that wants it all! The hollywood experience! With this package you
are creating a true hollywood style video for any amount of guests. We offer
unlimited hours for your creative day. You are sure to get a exquisite product in the
end. We use everything from steadicams to sliders to create that very unique
creative video. 

This package contains:

Unlimited Coverage

3 Cinematographers

1 Assistant

Highlight Reel Uploaded Online

30-45 Minute Wedding Movie

Full DSLR 1080p Cameras

Blu Ray Upgrade

5 HD DVD's

Unique Dolly And Slider Shots

Wireless Mics

Photo Montage $500.00

This memorable photo montage with music will really have your guests in laughter
when they see photos of you and your fiancé growing up throughout when you
were dating. Its simple! You give us up to 60 photos and your choice of 3 songs
and we do the rest.

Love Story/Save The Date Add On $1,000.00

With the video love story we take you and your fiance out to a special location of
your choice and film your story of how you met and we bring your special story to
life in a video online for your guests to enjoy.This can also be a great save the date
too! Usually shot and edited roughly 3 months prior to event date.

Investment

Below is our packages please hover over any bullet points for further detail.

Your wedding is unique and special and should be treated as such. There are many factors that go into pricing such as hours filming, style of editing, and other special
features.

Choose a Package



April Special 6 Hour Silver Package $1,295.00

The Silver package is perfect if you have an event up to 125  guests. The Silver
package offers 2 points of view at your ceremony so you can have 2 angles at the
most important part of your day. This package enables you to have a solid 6 hours
of coverage so you still get all the important parts filmed.  If you have 1
photographer the Silver package is perfect for bringing all of those precious
moments to life with a video.

This package contains:

1 Cinematographer

6 Hours Of Coverage

2 Camera Ceremony

1 Camera Pre Ceremony And Reception

30-45 Minute Wedding Movie

Full DSLR 1080p Cameras

2 Blu-Ray DVD'S

Highlight Reel Uploaded Online

Wireless Mics

Special April Silver Wedding Package With Highlight Reel $1,695.00

The Silver package is perfect if you have an event up to 125  guests. The Silver
package offers 2 points of view at your ceremony so you can have 2 angles at the
most important part of your day. This package enables you to have a solid 8 hours
of coverage so you still get all the important parts filmed.  If you have 1
photographer the Silver package is perfect for bringing all of those precious
moments to life with a video.

This package contains:

8 Hours Of Coverage

1 Cinematographer

2 Camera Ceremony

1 Camera Pre Ceremony And Reception

30-45 Minute Wedding Movie

Full DSLR 1080p Cameras

2 Blu-Ray DVD'S

Highlight Reel Uploaded Online

Wireless Mics

Same Day Edit $750.00


